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fact sheet

new developments in iraq’s 
nascent government

�	 maliki submitted two names as nominees for minister of defense due to a lack of consensus between his state of 
law coalition (slc) and the iraqiyah list, led by former prime minister iyad allawi.

• they are Khalid al-obeidi and Hisham al-samarraie.2  al-obeidi, the frontrunner for the position, is a 
sunni who was a general officer in the iraqi army under the former regime.3 

• al-obeidi was thought to be the preferred candidate for the iraqiyah list; however, there are some reports 
of a disagreement between al-obeidi and iraqiyah leader iyad allawi, who wanted guarantees from al-
obeidi that he would withdraw from the government if iraqiyah asked him to do so.4

�	 there are conflicting reports on the nominees submitted for minister of interior.

• some sources report three nominees for the position: muhsin al-Ka’bi, ibrahim al-lami, and adnan al-
assadi,5  though others list only Ka’bi and lami as nominees for the post.6  all three are shi’a.

• ibrahim al-lami is considered the frontrunner for the position. lami is member of the office of the 
adjutant general of the armed Forces, which reports to the prime minister’s office. maliki is also said to 
favor adnan al-assadi for the post, despite resistance from the sadrists and iraqiyah.7

• the main shi’a blocs—slc and the iraqi national alliance, which is comprised mainly of the sadrist 
trend and the islamic supreme council of iraq (isci) — have disagreed on the candidate for this 
position.

�	 even now that the candidates have been submitted, the parliament has shown little willingness to quickly approve 
maliki’s nominees. the blocs continue to squabble over the nominations.

�	 this political deadlock has many politicians and parties questioning the viability of the national partnership 
government, the unwieldy parliamentary coalition that formed after a power-sharing agreement was brokered in 
late 2010.

• Kurdish president massoud Barzani successfully persuaded all of iraq’s major political factions to accept a 
power-sharing arrangement in november 2010.

• the agreement, known as the Barzani initiative, allowed maliki to retain his position as prime minister. 
in exchange, iyad allawi would be appointed to head a new executive body, the national strategic policy 
council (nspc), which was envisioned as a means for allawi to influence national security matters and 
to balance maliki’s control of these issues.

on march 28, 2011, more than three months after the seating of the government, prime minister nouri 
al-maliki submitted the names of the nominees for ministers of defense and interior to the parliament 

for approval.1 this breakthrough comes after more than six months of debate. the question of who would 
fill these vital ministerial posts has been a main point of contention in the negotiations over government 
formation since last fall.  on account of the deadlock, maliki nominated himself as interim minister of 
defense and interim minister of interior in late december 2010, when the government was seated. since 
that time, he has held these positions in addition to serving as commander-in-chief, effectively heading of 
all of iraq’s security forces.
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• Yet, this power-sharing agreement is now breaking down. many politicians, including members of 
iraqiyah, acknowledge that plans for the nspc will not be realized, as anticipated.8

• this has further complicated debate over the security ministry nominees.

�	 maliki is pushing for the dissolution of the current parliamentary coalition by a no-confidence vote in his own 
government, in the hopes that a majority ruling coalition and parliamentary opposition can be formed instead.9

• any dissolution of the parliament will be preceded by intense negotiations among the political groups to 
form a new majority coalition and opposition. the make-up of these blocs is unclear, though members of 
isci have indicated that their party is prepared to move into the opposition.10

recent events underscore the fragile nature of iraq’s political system. the disparate and often divergent interests of those in 
the national partnership government have made it difficult to build consensus. the potential move away from an all-inclusive 
coalition towards a parliamentary majority may actually provide the means for a functioning government to form. this could 
also allow for the establishment of a parliamentary opposition capable of checking maliki’s current attempts to consolidate 
power; however, this outcome is by no means assured. 
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